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Samuel Vega & Xavier "Xavi" Luis Burgos

A look at Que Ondee Solo's
cover and you'll see that there is
something different. For decades
QOS has published magazines
that incorporated people's art,
event flyers, and photography that
captured the magazine's purpose.

AgenaatNEIUandopenlydiscussing
the issues of race, ethnicity, and
identity, QOS seeks to publish what
is rarely discussed and published
on our Puerto Rican and Latina/o
experiences. Using this familar look,
we hope to challenge our readers to
ask "why don't 'mainstream' Latina/
This month's edition caries a much o' magazines and periodicals cover
more familiarformat, one seemingly thiskindofrelevantissuesandevent?"
more "mainstream." However, look Are these things not important?"
at QOS up closely and you will see
how far from "mainstream" we are. Thanks to Stephanie Gomez, a
From articles that openly criticize the member of Alpha Psi Lambda and
U.S. government's role in Colombia the D.A.L.E mentorship program,
and welcoming two ex-Puerto Rican for letting us use her photo. Write
Political Prisoners on campus to to us at queondeesolo@gmoil.
calling for a comprehensive Latina/o com to tell us what you think!

Que Ondee Sola
is published at Northeastern Illinois University.
The opinions expressed in Que Ondee Sola do not
necessarily reflect those of the Administration.
Responsibility for its contents lies solely with the
staff.
We appreciate and encourage
suggestions and contributions.
Contact Que Ondee Sola
5500 N. St.'Louis Chicago, IL 60625
Room E-041
(773) 442-4583
queondeesola@gmaiI.com
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Misi6n
Que Ondee Sola was established in 1972 and
remains the oldest Puerto Rican & Latina/o
university student publication in the U.S. Our
mission is to provide the NEIU community with a
relevant and engaging publication that deals with
student issues with a focus on Puerto Ricans and
Latinas/os, our communities, and our patrias.
Que Ondee Sola continues to affirm the right of
Puerto Rican self-determination, freedom for all
Puerto Rican political prisoners, and support for
a truly participatory democracy.
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Plantando Semillas:
Over 70 students call for a Latina/o Agenda on campus
If one believes that
students,
in
this
day of apathy and
complacency, do not
see the importance of
addressing
campus
issues, then tell that to
the over 70 students
who attended Union for
Puerto Rican Students
(UPRS) and Que Ondee
Sofa's (QOS) fourth
annual
Plantando
Semillas event held on
March 31. The event was
also co-organized by the
newLatina/omentorship
program, Developing Academic Leadership
through Engagement (DALE) and the students
of the Puerto Ricans & the Caribbean class.

Semillas became a perfect space to
introduce to the NEIU community the needs
and vision of the Latinas/os on campus.
On an unusually warm April afternoon,
programs such as LLAS, Proyecto Pa'Lante,
and DALE (which is at risk of not getting
funded next semester) and organizations such
as UPRS, QOS, Movimiento Cultural Latino
Americano (MCLA), Alpha Psi Lambda, and
Sigma Lambda Beta presented a diverse
amount of proposals that incorporated the
themes of recruitment, retention, academics,
mentorship, and of course a LCRC.
Furthermore, there were also 21 students
present from Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos
High School in Humboldt Park, organized
by the staff of QOS. Earlier that day, these

This event historically has offered a safe and
open space for the Latina/o students of NEIU
to voice our major ideas and concerns and
also to promote the long neglected Latino &
Latin American Studies program (LLAS). This
year, State Senator Iris Martfnez, a NEIU
alum, gave us an immense opportunity.
First, she recommended that the Latina/ofocused organizations and programs meet
to organize proposals for projects that we
would like to carry out the next semester.
Secondly, she offered us a chance to
present these project proposals directly to
her in a luncheon on campus. Plantando
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Latina/o and Black freshman received an
informative workshop from Denise Roman
of Proyecto Pa'Lante and a university tour by
students from DALE and Estrella "Starr" De
Los Santos from the Student Activities Office .
On ce ag ain, as Latina/o stud ents, we took
on the issue of recruitment a nd m ento rsh ip,
sharing the little re sou rces availab le to our
population. So much more can be done and
that is why we ho ld events like Plantando
Semi/las, and with the support of our State
Senator, the possibilities can im p rove.

Denise
spea ks

Ro man from
to
high

Proyecto
scho ol

Pa'Lante
stud ents

faculty and adm inistrato rs can be hea rd
through the pages. Headl ines flash across
covers promoting the recruitment of Latina/
o students. Article after article promote
the idea of a Latina/o Cultural & Resource
Center (LCRC) on campus. When it comes
down to it, one thing that QOS has been is
consistent. Edition after edition of
the campus' only Latina/a-focused
publ ication has called persistently
for the university to en a ct a
comprehensive Latina/ o Agenda
that addresses the
pertinent
issues that our population face:
retention, recruitment, mentorsh ip,
academics, and a LCRC . In this day
and age where Latinas/cs make
1/3 of the student population,
a re th e major players in stud ent
government, a nd th e university's
own strategic p lan call s to make
NEIU an "i nstitution of cho ice for
Latinos," it makes perfect sense
that this administration improves
its standing and commitment to this growing
demographic. We are, after all, a federally
designated "Hispanic Serving Institution."

Wh en one enters the QOS office, tucked in the
da rk basement of the little known E-building
at Northeastern Illinois University (NEIU), an
enormous historical presence is felt. "This,"
one might say, "is the location where many
of the integral Latina/o community leaders
in Illinois once sat, worked, and struggled."

High School students receive a un iversity tou r

When one flips through hundreds of
decades-old archives of our magazine, a
sometimes hidden history is revealed : Voices
of students clamoring for more Latina/o

que Ondee Sola.
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Prepared by Marla Mojica

Developing Academic Leadership
Through Engagement (DALE)
The faces of a new Latina/o mentorship program on campus

DALE was founded this semester, Spring
2009 .
It is a newly established peer
mentorship program with a staff dedicated
to the retention of Latina/o students at
Northeastern Illinois University (NEIU).
Our objective is to provide students
with knowledge regarding the Learning
Center, Math Lab, Computer Use and

Presentational Skills, First Year Experience
Program, Student Organizations, Academic
Counseling Services, El Centro Campus,
Career Services, Graduate and Professional
Schools, Community Organizations, and
Financial Aid. Some students find college
life to be challenging, but DALE Leaders are
here to support them in achieving their goals.

Dr. Gabriel Aleiandro Cortez, DALE Assistant Coordinator
My role as assistant coordinator is to supervise the leadership
development of DALE team members. DALE's purpose is to develop
an academic support system for NEIU Latina/o students through
peer mentorship. DALE's three main goals are to (1) Support
student academic performance, (2) Connect students to academic
resources, and (3) Create community among students. Our first
semester as a program has been challenging in many ways. I am
proud of my team for enduring the adversity and for supporting
each other throughout the semester. DALE is a program that
supports Latina/o student leadership and needs to continue at NEIU.

Marla Moiica: Junior in Accounting
Involved with: Honors Program, Honors Society, Math Lab-

Tutor, First Year Experience-Peer Mentor, Volleyball-Player
My role as a DALE Leader is to engage students with
the university. Working as a peer mentor for the First
Year Experience Program, gives me the opportunity to
interact with incoming freshmen.
I encourage students
to get involved and to strive to excel academically.

cyae Gndee :5ola
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Stephanie Gomez: Sophomore in Sociology/ Latino & Latin American Studies
Proud member of Alpha Psi Lambda
My responsibility as part of D.A.L.E. is to make sure the students
know about the organizations on campus. With over 70 chartered
organizations, we want to make sure our peers get involved in
something they enjoy so that we can begin to create community on
campus. My main goal is to form a sense of community within the
Latina/a population on campus. As a commuter school, we know
it is a big challenge, but we hope to have many more semesters
to continue to push for what we know is needed on this campus.

Ruthy Venegas: Freshman in Public Health and Nutrition/Management

Involved with: Learning Center, Union for Puerto Rican
Students, Que Ondee Sola
Need help with your classes? The Learning Center on
the 4th floor of the library could help you out. Set up
an appointment with a tutor for one hour, a one on one
session for the price of FREE! You can also set up a study
group with them, it helps me!
It's okay to be nerdy.

Juan Morales: Freshman in Education
Involved

Students
(QOS),

Union
for
Puerto Rican
(UPRS),
Que
On dee
Sola
Academic
Counseling
Services

with:

As a member of DALE one of the objectives
is to provide the Latina/a population with
mentorship where they become engaged in
an academic process, and to address the low
retention rate of Latina/a students at NEIU.

que Ondee 5ola
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Xavier Rios: Sophomore in Secondary Education, Spanish
I work with Technology and Presentational skills. My ultimate goal as
a DALE member is to inform the students of NEIU on how important the
technology is in the university. Now the students have to use computers to
access registration statuses, grades, the university's library, and students
also have the opportunity to pay their tuition online. I want to help NEI U
students to become savvy technology experts in the university, without having
the hassle of looking and searching through the internet. Another goal I
have is to be helpful to students on developing successful presentation s
for any of their classes. I set up appointments where students can meet
with professors that can help them advance in their presentational skills.

Jorge Ortitz: Sociology/ Latino & Latin American Studies
I can hook people up w ith different community o rg anizations
throug hout the Chicagoland area fo r research information,
volunteer opportunities, and/or internsh ip opportunities.
One of my primary ro les as a DALE team member is to build
community at NEIU. As a member of one of NEIU's Latino
organizations, I am intimately aware of what Latinas/os
need in order to grow and succeed in our university. I also
like to see myself as one who facilitates a bridge between our
university and the various communities we work and live in .

Catherina Malone-Taylor: Freshman in Social Work
My role as a DALE member is to provide
students with information concerning financial
aid . I feel students do not know enough
about the opportunities available when it
comes to funding their education . So when
they are faced with financial hardship, they
decide to withdraw from school. I want to
let students know that there are always ways
to fund their education no matter what,
whether through scholarships and/or loans.

que Ondee .Sola
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Jose Fulgencio: Junior in Political Science
Involved with: Coordinator of Graduate and
Professional
Schools,
Student
Government
Association, Model United Nations, Model Illinois
Government, Albany Park Neighborhood Council
My role as a DALE leader is to motivate and inform
students about the opportunities that graduate
school can offer and the importance it plays for
a person's future. I am here for the students and
I approach everyone as a friend with an open
hand ready to help in whatever they may need,
whether it's graduate schools or financial aid.
I want the student to feel at home here at NEIU.

Eduardo Arabu, Jr: Senior in Marketing
Involved with: Student Government -

Outgoing Student
Trustee, incoming President; Model Illinois Government,
Model United Nations President, Marketing Club President
DALE Staff members are responsible for all career servicesrelated support such as drafting cover letters, resume
building, career counseling, networking, interviewing
procedures
as
well
as
conducting
job
searches.

Jonathan Barrera: Freshman in Social Work
Proud Member of Alpha Psi Lambda, Mr. Gamma Phi
Omega 2009
My assignment at D.A.L .E. is to be the bridge from the
satellite El Centro campus to the main campus among
students and faculty members regarding opportunities,
resources, and academ ic development for other Latino
freshmen students at Northeastern Illinois University.
As a university community, let's make sure that this program continues to get funded next
Semester. Mentorship cannot happen in one semester or one year, especially in a "Hispanic
Serving Institution" with such a low Latina/o retention rate!

que Ondee 5ola.
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Magdaleno Costaneda

Patriotas Boricuas:
A Homecoming of two ex-Puerto Rican Political Prisoners at NEIU
On Ap ril 2 , Que Ondee
Sola magazine (QOS) and
the Union for Puerto Rican
Students (UPRS) hosted
at Northeastern Illinois
University (NEIU) a special
presentation
featuring
ex-Puerto Rican political
prisoners Ida Luz Rodrfguez
and Luis Rosa, who shared
their experiences in the
United
States
prison
system, as well as taught
the audience the origins
of the Latina/o and Latin
American Studies program
{LLAS) of our school.
Their presentations also
Ex-Puerto Rican Political Prisoners Ida Luz Rodrfguez and Luis Rosa (center) pose
served as a homecoming with members of QOS, UPRS, and DALE infront of the QOS magazine office
fo r
Rodrfguez,
who
These political prisoners were charged with
studied at NEIU during
the 1970s. M ichelle Morales, from National consp iracy of trying to overthrow the U.S.
Boricua Human Rights Network (NBHRN) government and even though they were not
an organization located in Humboldt charged with any violent crime, their sentences
Park that works on the issues of Puerto we re greater than that of serial killers.
Rican and Latina/o human rights, was
present to put this event into context. Rosa continued by stating, "our comrades
who are still in prison have now been in
"As long as there are political prisoners, there longer than Nelson Mandela was
part of us is in there with them," stated Rosa imprisoned. That makes them some of the
in regards to the remaining Puerto Rican longest imprisoned political prisoners in the
political prisoners, Carlos Alberto Torres and history of the world." Since his release, Rosa
Oscar Lopez Rivera. In 1999, after much has continued to work in the community, as
pressure from the community President well as gather support for the release of his
Clinton granted clemency to several of the compatriots. "Puerto Rico has been a colony
prisoners, including Rodrfguez and Rosa. of the U.S. since 1898. We have been told

que Ondee 5ola.
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that we did not have a history until the U.S.
'saved' Puerto Rico from Spain," said Rosa.

beyond what we are taught in textbooks.

In regards to the creation of LLAS programs
"I was born a revolutionary. I feel it in my heart," at both NEIU and the University of Illinois at
Rodrfguez said to explain why she joined the Chicago (UIC), Rosa stated, "the universities
Puerto Rican independence movement in the were at one point war zones to get cultural
1970s. "The problems we faced then still need centers." UIC has since opened a Latino
to be resolved. From housing, police brutality Cultural Center, even though it is not
to the fight for dignity and acceptance of designated as a "Hispanic Serving Institution."
diversity," stated Rodrfguez.
The housing problem of her
Humboldt Park/West Town
youth was when landlords
would burn buildings in
order to cash in on their
insurance
policies.
The
housing problem of today
is gentrification in the
Humboldt Park community.
Rodriguez continued by
stating, "the things that are
taken for granted, such as
Latin American
classes,
were fought for."
She
then added, "we wanted
NEIU to teach our history
Ex-Puerto Rican Political Prisoners Luis Rosa (center)
and make it a part of the
speaks to an audience of 40 people
curriculum ."
Rodrfguez
and
her
compatriots
also
fought NEIU, on the other hand, is a "Hispanic
for
Latino
recruitment
programs. Serving Institution," yet the demands by the
student body for a Latino Cultural & Resource
The fight included takeovers at the NEIU Center have fallen on deaf ears of the current
campus, which many in the audience w·e re administration. Rosa said, "if you want to lose
unaware of. "We have to educate ourselves African and Latin American study programs
with what is happening. When you realize then stop fighting. The quickest way to
what is happening, you don't sit back. It is lose something is not to defend it."
our understanding that people are inherently
good," Rodriguez said. "People are good, Concerning his time in prison, Rosa said one
but they don't know what's happening ." of the biggest chal lenges was the struggle to
Rodriguez encouraged students to make a remain sane. According to Rosa, the way he
difference and "see through the smoke screens confronted this issue was by keeping in touch
and misinformation" and seek knowledge with the community. This also has helped

6{L-te Ondee Sol a.
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Continue to page 14

The Latina/o Wave
In NEIU'S Student Government Association
Editor's note: For the first time ever every
major position in our university's Student
Government Association (SGA) is filled by a
Latina/o . This recent development speaks to
the integral role that Latinas/os have played
and will play at Northeastern Illinois University,
a federally designated "Hispanic Serving
Institution." It is with this humble profile
of SGA's incoming President and Student

Trustee that Que Ondee Sola congratulates
the new Latina/o members of SGA. May
this open up new possibilities for the long
struggle for a Latina/o Cultural & Resource
Center on campus and improvements in
Latina/o retention, recruitment, and other
resources that include proper funding and
expansion of the Latino & Latin American
Studies program and Proyecto Pa'Lante.

Eduardo Arabu, Jr. President of SGA
Non-Academic
• Establish a Latino Resource Center
• Develop a Multi-Cultural Center
• Enhance
university communication
of
available resources to students and vice
versa
• Designate an office whe re students can
submit request for project and proposa l
fundi ng
• Develop a series of paid leadership and
fellowship program fo r all students

NEIU
Student
Association:

Platform:
Academic
• Recruitment, Retention, and Graduation
•Work to create majors in cultural studies
such as Latino/Latin American Studies
• Increase minority recruitment and retention,
and graduation rates

Government

• Provide
the
necessary
organizational
leadership
• Reform the SGA organization to work
effectively and efficiently
• Reorganize to make the Student Government
more accessible and visible
• Develop
for
Council
of Clubs
for
collaboration
• Raise campus dialogue on racial issues

qae Ondee Sola
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through workshops and constructive town hall
meetings
• Increase collaboration with students, student
organizations, and the Student Senate is
needed to build an aggressive lobbying
movement
• Discuss with state legislators and leaders in
Springfield to make the argument for why our
campus needs more state funding .
• Lobby State Legislators for a Capital Bill to
fu nd the College of Education building and
renovation of the Science bu ilding .

What are critical issues for NEIU:
• Customer Service; between students and the
university's offices and departments
• Student O rientation; for new, transfer, and
non-trad itional students to integrate with the
un iversity

•Communication Flow; within the university
community
•Course Selections; access and availabilities
of course to graduate on time
• Programs Offering; new programs and new
degree offerings
•Academic Advising; access, availability,
feedback, and student customer service
• Inter-collegiate sport club programs; men's
& women's sport clubs programs
•Transportation; U-Passes or similar program,
parking at El Centro, Shuttle buses between
all campuses
• Resources ; scholarsh ips, fellowships, summer
programs, and othe r educationa l opportunity
• Mentorsh ip Program ; mentorship program to
provide academic, career, and other genera l
guidance.

Congratulations!
Latina/o Members of SGA
Vice President-elect
Miguel Loeza
Secretary-elect
Xochitl Jaramillo

Jose Fulgencio
Student Trustee

Treasurer-elect
Cesar Miranda
IBHE-SAC Representative-elect
Oscar Garcia

I will establish student town hall meetings to
have input from students on the issues that
should be addressed to the Board of Trustees.
I will also establish surveys for students so
that they could be a part of implementing the
issues they want addressed and which ones
they believe are important. Furthermore, I
will create an open door policy in the Senate
resou rce room where students can stop by
and voice the ir opinions.

Senators-elect
Sergio Guzman
Francisco Bataz
Yair Cardenas
Jonathan Zevallos

6(ae Ondee 5 ola
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Continued from page 11
the remaining prisoners, as Rosa claimed,
"the reason they maintain their sanity and
humanity is because of their connections
to the community and their desire to know
what is happening in the community and
Puerto Rico ." Rosa also stated that his
compatriots have found refuge in art and
many of the pieces have been featured in
galleries, such as the Batey Urbano youth
space and in art galleries around the country
and Latin America. Rosa's connection to art
has been co-writing the critically acclaimed
play Crime Against Humanity, along with
poet and activist Michael Reyes Benavides.
The play, which chronicles the lives of the
prisoners, has found much success and has
toured across the nation and Puerto Rico.
Several members of the audience thanked the
prisoners for their fight. Rosa in return said,

"we are thankful for you being here. You
could have been in a thousand other places,
but chose to come here." Rodrfguez added
that there are political prisoners from other
nationalities and urged the audience to write
to them. "There is no small contribution to our
fight. You can write a poem, pass out a leaflet
or write to a prisoner" Rosa said. Rodrfguez
then added, "we are crippled when we don't
have people like Oscar and Alberto. Their heart
has remained in place and their commitment
is unbreakable." In his closing thoughts, Rosa
said, "challenge your professors and teach
them . Remember that a good teacher is always
a good student." The community will continue
fighting in hopes that President Obama, who
has preached of a change we all can believe
in, will include the liberation of the remaining
prisoners in his vision of a new America .

Stephanie Gomez

Plan Colombia:
The U.S.' Secret War
Colombia, a country
usually known for its
stellar
performance
in various movies like
"Blow" I "Scarface" I and
"Empire"; a country that
when asked about, the
usual answer is "That's
where cocaine comes
from" . Granted, this
may be true, Colombia
is an amazing country
with beautiful scenic views and a culture
as rich as its people's hearts. Faced with

decades of tyranny and economic strife, the
Colombian crop owners have turned to a crop
that has a high global demand and to which

6(ue Ondee Sola
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they can become the main suppliers. During
Bill Clinton's administration, a plan was
proposed that would help bring an end to the
drug war and give Colombian farm workers
an alternative. With the help of then President
Pastrana, Plan Colombia was initiated.

1
J

The farm workers were given two choices under
the U.S. Government. The first choice was to
continue to grow cocaine or opium and risk
going to jail and having their land destroyed or
as William Brownfield, then-U.S. ambassador
to Colombia explained, the citizens could sign
a pact with the Colombian government and
the principal agency "PLANTE" and receive
assistance and support to continue to feed
their families. The support being offered was
a one time monetary reward of $950 that
would not suffice for a year, let alone a lifetime.
Now the U.S. asks that as an alternative,
Colombians grow crops of yuca, pl6tanos,
and pineapples and transport it on roads
that do not exist, on vehicles that they do not
own or can afford, and to sell in markets both
internal and export that these citizens do not
have access to. How can they compete against
an unbalanced global economy? During
Clinton's administration less than 20% of the
Plan Colombia Package funds were allocated
for alternate development cropping and even
lesswasputasideduring Bush's administration.
Instead most of the funding was utilized for
the aerial fumigation of the farm workers'
lands. For example in Putumayo, Colombia
during December 2007 and January 27 of
2008, 74,000 acres were fumigated and
consequently coca production increased by
11 %. The focus of this anti-drug policy has
been fumigation and they use a chemical
known as glyphosate which is a herbicide used
to kill weeds. The toxicity can be enhanced

and we have already begun to see its effects.
As U.S.-owned planes fly over Colombia
the dispersal becomes wider and they spray
toxics all over the land. These toxic sprays
fall onto the workers in the fields and people
in small towns, creating skin problems and
tumors. They spray onto bodies of water
killing fish, into the wells from which the
workers gather water and even onto crops
trying to grow legal fruits like bananas.
When asked about Plan Colombia, Colombian
Senator Luis Cruz explained that it was not
discussed during Congress; instead the major
decisions about Plan Colombia were made
behind closed doors between Colombia's
executivebranchandtheU.S.StateDepartment.
Meanwhile . in U.S. Congressional hearings,
the major debate was not the consequences
of this plan on Colombia's people; rather it
was in which state the aircrafts were to be
manufactured. As Congress members from
each state wanted the money to go to them,
they debated between Connecticut and Texas.
Currently, President Obama supports Plan
Colombia but intends on shifting the focus
from targeting drug-related matters militarily
to a relationship with Colombia in which the
focus will be social issues and the protection
of Human Rights. Personal ly, I'm keeping my
fingers crossed that this new President will
not continue to add to the five billion dollars
already spent on a plan that has not worked.
"No merecemos el olvido, somos la voz

def pueblo, dice un senor sentado con
sus dos oios vendados pero que aun tiene
/a esperanza en sus monos" - Juanes

que Ondee 5ola.
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Samuel Vega

From El Barrio to Paseo Boricua
Interview with Nuyorican poet Willie Perdomo
On Friday April 17 I got the opportunity to sit
ai>
down with world-renowned Nuyorican poet
ii:
Willie Perdomo. He was visiting Paseo Boricua,
]
,.,
in Humboldt Park, to feature at one of Batey
.Q
Urbano 's Poetry Nights, a Puerto Rican and
>>Latina/o youth space. We sat down in the
..c
a.
front windows of the space's radio station as
OJ
pedestrians looked on our interview, curious
0
..c
to know whom this man was. Later that night
nearly 100 people, including families, high
school and university students, activists,
and artists - young and old - filled the
seats of the Batey Urbano and got to know
who he was through his live performance.
Perdomo writes about his life experiences,
which captures very much the experiences
of Puerto Ricans in the Diaspora. Although
he delivers his poetry with his Nuyorican
steeze, it still connects with the Chicago
audience because the stories and messages
are so similar. This night the Puerto Ricans in Willie Perdomo performs at Batey Urbano youth space
Humboldt Park connected with the Boricua
barrios of New York City like they never had. like coming back to my neighborhood in the
0

C

LJ.J

..0

0

0

CL

What has beenyourexperience in Chicago?
You know one brother always told me that
there are people that "sleep" ' on Chicago
but Chicago is "ju kin". I think that any city
that has a train track that's running right
through the heart of the city is a badass
city. Because most of the PR communities
a long the Northeast are always in danger
of disappearing, because most people move
back to Puerto Rico or some seek their dreams
elsewhere . Chicago seems to still have a
hold on it. So always coming to Chicago is

late 80' s to read some poems, kick it with
folk and build with folk, but my experience
in Chicago is always love. I've been coming
back and forth to Chicago since the early 90's .

What made you start doing poetry?
I think the whole act of writing appealed to me.
Physically taking a pen to paper and seeing
words float across the page, but you creating
them in a sense to express a feeling, to tell
a story, to write down an image, something
you heard, a secret you may have - all
these things that go into the writing process .
I loved books as a kid and still love books .

que. Onde.e. S o l a.
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to me and I said, "I think I want to write."

When and where was this happening?
There were a few things that happened when
I was in junior high school and high school
that compelled me to sit down and say, "wait
a minute, I gotta make sense of all this chaos
that is surrounding me." This is New York City,
East Harlem, Manhattan in El Barrio, when I
was around 14 or 15-years-old. New York
by the early 80's was about to get caught up
in that vicious Reagan era crack trade and it
was about to explode the community. I was
exposed to a lot of rawness at a young age, and
I was going to a private school in downtown,
so negotiating those two worlds was kinda
hard to make those adjustments. It's like that
classic Piri Thomas theme, you know how do
you become a man without going through
some hell basically, and that was something
I could identify with even that early. The one
thing that really changed my life was reading
"Down These Mean Streets" by Piri Thomas.
I had this idea that I might have wanted to
be a corporate banker, a doctor or lawyer,
so that I could have access to all this kind
of privilege that these kids I went to school
with had. I read "Down These Mean Streets"
and pretty much all that went out the window
because I then felt that I really wanted to write.
Doyourecommend"DownTheseMeanStreets?
What will we find in reading it that you found?
Oh Yeah! It's a classic Puerto Rican
autobiography of a dark-skinned Puerto
Rican coming of age in New York during the
40's, S0's, 60's. He went through a lot of the
things that people go through living in the
cities when it come to poverty and crime and
the things you are forced to do as a result
of being poor. And these were things that
were taking place in the same neighborhood
that I was growing up in . So that happened

Were there any other things that
influenced
your
interest
in
writing?
Finding Langston Hughes for the first time was
another experience for me because this was
all poetry. In poetry I was starting to hear a
lot of the voices that I was hearing on a daily
basis. At that point in my school, I felt like
students here, where it's like, "how do I go to a
school called Roberto Clemente and not learn
any Puerto Rican history?" Same thing in my
school. How are you in English class and here
you are a Puerto Rican young man but yet
aren't really seeing your experience because
you don't have the academic context or skills
to say, "ok I'm reading this play Romeo and
Juliet and it can easily relate to Cano & Evelyn
on the block but I can't make that connection
at that age, I need to see their names, I
need to hear their voices." And I think that
that's what Langston and Piri Thomas did.
The thing that really made my decision final
was being in this private school and being
in this incident where it got racial basically
because of the confusion and the anger
that I had growing up in East Harlem and
not feeling like I was really fitting in. And
taking all that anger and confusion with me
downtown to the school this incident came
about and my teacher caught it, he caught
most of my anger, he caught most of my
hatred, he caught most of my bitterness, all
of it. We got into this fight and there was a
poet there who was working as a receptionist
at the school and he helped guide me toward
this road where I could use all of these things
I was feeling in a creative way. He read to me
his poems later on a couple weeks after that
incident and at that point I made a pretty firm
decision since then that I wanted to become
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a poet and that I wanted to be a writer and
this is what I wanted to do. And after that
that's when the apprenticeship starts, you
started reading, going to readings, he started
pointing me toward books, you start trying to
write poems for the lit-mag at school, and you
know your evolution starts to take place so that
anything that somehow came before that is
now[is] just part of who you are down the line.

What have been some of your maior feats
you have been able to achieve as a Poet?
I think just writing my first book "Where a
Nickel Costs a Dime", it was my dream. I
was in college and college wasn't providing
the stimulation I felt I needed to be a writer,
so I left kind of early. The dream was so
overwhelming I went at it with a thirst. I
wanted to know about everything, painting,
music, photography. So I left school, went
back to New York, and started working on the
first book, and when it came out it I was like
"this is it, it materialized," I said this is what I
want to do and it happened. A lot of things
happened as a result of just having a handful
of poems, where I got to travel to Paris, Berlin,
Copenhagen, Amsterdam, Ghana, Jamaica,
Puerto Rico, Chicago, California, Philly and all
these places solely on the strength of the poems.
What are some connections you can make
with New York and Chicago, what was
it like growing up in East Harlem and
what's going on now in East Harlem?

Back then we still had a lot of those informal
unofficial institutions that held whatever
forces were there to oppress us at bay. So the
bot6nica was still there, the number hall was
still there, the social, the number hall was still
there, the bodeguero, who had an enormous
sense of compassion and sympathy was still
there; so I grew up with all those things within
[the] neighborhood which were all Puerto
Rican owned and managed and reflected
all the customs and rituals that were brought
from the island. I grew during the age of the
creation of hip hop - that was an exciting
thing, and there were still those parties where
men and woman would listen to Hector
Lavoe and salsa music and all this stuff that
belonged to your history and traditions you
may or may not have known was part of
[that] but was clearly there for you to enjoy.

If you walk through East Harlem now, maybe
I don't qualify to speak on this because I live
in Brooklyn now, but something I do see when
I take my son to my mother's house and get
up with my friends or go to one of my favorite
spots, I see that the community is changing.
If you focus on your surroundings and your
sense of awareness you'll see that structurally,
logistically,
and
demographically
the
neighborhood is changing, so that means that
anything that you knew as part of your history
is only now engraved in your memory. In other
words, ifa building gets knocked down that part
of your life is over, you wont even remember it.

Willie Perdomo is the author of Where a Nickel Costs a Dime
and Smoking Lovely, which received a PEN America Beyond
Margins Award. He has been published in the New York
Times Magazine and Bomb and his children's book, Visiting
Langston, received a Coretta Scott King Honor. He is a NYFA
Arts Fellowship winner, Pushcart Prize nominee, a Urban
Artists Initiative/NYC grant recipient and was recently a
Wool rich Fellow in Creative Writing at Columbia University.
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Prepared by Samuel Vega

Nigger-Reecan Blues
Willie Perdomo (for Piri Thomas)
Hey, Willie. What are you, man?
No, silly. You know what I mean: What are you?
I am you. You are me. We the same. Can't you feel our veins drinking the
same blood?
-But who said you was a Porta Reecan?
-Tu eres Puerto Riqueno, brother.
-Maybe Indian like Gandhi Indian.
-I thought you was a Black man.
-Is one of your parents white?
-You sure you ain't a mix of something like
-Portuguese and Chinese?
-Naaaahhh ... You ain't no Porta Reecan.
-I keep telling you: The boy is a Black man with an accent.
If you look closely you will see that your spirits are standing right next to
our songs. You soy Boricua! You soy Africa no! I ain't lyin'. Pero mi pelo es
kinky y kurly y mi skin no es negra pero it can pass ...
-Hey, yo. I don't care what you say - you Black.
I ain't Black! Everytime I go downtown la madam blankeeta de madesson
avenue sees that I'm standing right next to her and she holds her purse just
a bit tighter. I can't even catch a taxi late at night and the newspapers say
that if I'm not in front of a gun, chances are that I'll be behind one. I wonder
why...
-Cuz you Black, nigger.
I ain't Black, man. I had a conversation with my professor. Went like this:
-Where are you from, Willie?
-I'm from Harlem .
-Ohh! Are you Black?
-No, but-Do you play much basketball?
Te lo estoy diciendo, brother. Ese hombre es un moreno!
Miralo!
Mira yo no soy moreno! I just come out of Jerry's Den and the
coconut
spray off my new shape-up sails around the corner, up to the Harlem
River and off to New Jersey. I'm lookin' slim and I'm lookin' trim
and when my homeboy Davi saw me, he said: "Como, Papo. Te
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parece como
un moreno, brother. Word up, bro. You look like a stone black
kid."
-I told you - you was Black.
Damn! I ain't even Black and here I am sufferin' from the young
Black man's plight/the old whtie man's burden/and I ain't even
Black, man/a Black man/I am not/Boricua I am/ain't never really
was/Black/like me ...
-Leave that boy alone. He got the Nigger-Reecan Blues
I'm a Spic!
I'm a Nigger!
Spic! Spic! No different than a Nigger!
Neglected, rejected, oppressed and depressed
From banana boats to tenements
Street gangs to regiments ...
Spic! Spic! I ain't nooooo different than a Nigger.
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Jacklyn Nowotnik

A reflection on the terms "Latina/a" and "Hispanic"
Being a member of both the Union for Puerto
Rican Students (UPRS) and Que Ondee Sola
(QOS) has allowed me to work closely with
the Latino and Latin America Studies (LLAS)
program at our school. While in the midst
of a couple meetings with its director, Victor
Ortfz, and distributing copies of QOS, I was
encouraged to take a LLAS class or two. So
when it came time to register for the spring
semester, I figured, "Hey, why not take a
LLAS class and see what it's about." After
registering for classes with my advisor, I
walked out of the academic advising center
with a sense of excitement and satisfaction...
I was looking forward to my LLAS class.

I finally got to the room where my LLAS class
would be; it was packed out of the door with
students, but filled with the feeling of being
welcomed. So as I got my self situated in a
desk, our professor went over his agenda
on the chalkboard. Everything seemed pretty
simple up until we got to this one point on the
agenda. Our professor had written down the
following words on the board: Latin America,
Latino/a, Hispanic, and Spanish. He then
asked what definition we would give them
and what exactly did they mean to us. One
student in my class responded with; "Latin
America is Spanish-speaking countries in the
Americas", another responded with "countries
with a language of Latin root". At the moment
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I thought their answers seemed decent, but
then it raised questions in my mind. What
about Belize and Brazil, Spanish is not
their official languages yet I still considered
them to be apart of Latin America? What
about the Caribbean, why could it not be
considered a part of Latin America if it has
Spanish-speaking countries? What about the
Cayman Islands, Jamaica and Haiti, could
they be considered Latin American too?
Next there was the word Latino/a. One
student replied with, "Latino/a is someone of
Spanish, indigenous, and/or African descent".
That answer seemed sufficient to me up
until I started thinking to myself. If that is the
definition of being Latino/a then what am I? I
am of both of Caucasian and Latina descent,
so does that make me less of a Latina than
the girl sitting across from me? How does one
determine being Latino/a? What about the
people in the Caribbean who are of Spanish,
indigenous, African, and Asian descent; is that
still considered Latino/a? Here in the United
States is Latino/a a term of unity for us? I
questioned that to myself because I remember
my experiences in past reggaet6n concerts.
The DJ screams "LATINOOOOOOOOS!",
and
everyone
makes
an
"L'' shape
with their hands and screams back.
Shortly after discussing the term Latino/a, we
got to the word "Hispanic". For a minute the
room was quiet. I was not sure if it was because
the majority of the people in the room did not
like that term of reference, because they did
not want to say what they were thinking or
because they did not have a thought about
it at all. After a couple moments of silence a
student spoke up and said that they defined
Hispanic as "Spanish-speaking people,
and that some people do not like the term

Hispanic because it has a reference to Spain" .
Personally it does not matter to me, Hispanic
or Latina. However, I believe that the term
"Hispanic" offends people of my parents age
or older, whereas people my age do not seem
to mind much. For example, my grandfather he was born in the 1930s in Elgin, Illinois and
was raised there. Growing up he told me he
hated it when people would assume that he
did not speak or understand English, so they
would speak Spanish to him. My grandfather
would retort back with "I can speak, read and
write English! We are in America goddammit!"
Lastly was the term Spanish. No one
responded to the term Spanish; however, I
defined Spanish as a language and term of
reference to someone of Spanish descent.
Based on the discussions prior to this one, I
kind of figured that people of Spanish descent
such as Dominicans, Mexicans or Colombians
do not classify themselves as Spanish. They
classify themselves as Dominicans, Mexicans,
Colombians and nothing else. It all boiled
down to pride, being proud of where you live
and come from. I thought about it and figured
it holds true. Granted at a concert when the
DJ asks "WHERE MY LATINOS Al I 1111? !" The
crowd shouts at the top of their lungs. However,
the intensity of shouts varies when the DJ asks
"DONDE ESTAN LOS MEXICANOSSSSS? !" Or
"DONDE ESTAN LOS BORICUAAAAAAAAS?!"
The complexity of this topic has not only
consumed my thoughts that day in class, but
it has also made me think and talk about it
outside of class. It has made me question
the same questions to my friends; ones that
have lived here all their lives and ones that
have recently moved here from Puerto Rico
or Mexico. As the conversation starts to
heat up with contradictions, disagreements
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and perso nal opi ni ons not on ly between
my friends, but w ith myself as wel l; I come
to one conclusion : that I cannot help but
love it; whethe r it's bei ng Latina o r not,
defining Latin America, or discussing the

te rm Hi spanic o r Spanish. It' s a thoug ht that
I cannot really w rap my finge r around and
it is a feeling that I cannot rea lly exp ress in
wo rds. Nevertheless, whateve r it is to me, I
love it and look forward to un ravel in g it.

Xavier "Xavi" Luis Burgos

I'd be Puerto Rican even if I was
born in Humboldt Park...
A little over a month a go, a Puerto Rican
finally made it into space. The Californiaborn hydrogeol ogist, Joseph Acoba, even
made sure to play the song "Que Bonita
Bandera" as a wake-up call and to hang
a Puerto Rican flag in the spaceship - a
req uirement for any Boricu a o n the national
stag e, o r in this ca se, th e cel esti a l stag e. It was
at that very moment that "yo serfa borincan o
aunque naciera en la Juno" - the line of a
fam o us poem by Juan Antonio Corretjer took on new, ironic meaning. The important
and interesting aspect of this seemingly minor
human event is not that a Boricua finally
made into space, where the moon lies, as the
poem mentions, but that it is a Puerto Rican
from the Diaspora - born not on the island
but in the U.S. that did it. What is even more
amazin g is that he was revered and cl aimed
as a native so n on island newspapers and
tel evision com m enta ry. " I would be Puerto
Rica n even if I was bo rn in the moon. "

A m ural of poet Jua n Anton io Co rretj er on the Pu erto
Rican Cu ltura l Center-Annex, Hu m bol dt Park, Chicago

Boricuas everywhere we re speaking of this rare
and prestigious occurrence . Understandable
since as colonial people we have always
been informed of our alleged inferiority and
incapability. For this small moment, it did not

matter if it was the Puerto Rican from " a//6 "
that accomplished something for our people,
a " Nuyorican" that is not "really" Puerto Rican
as some tease . The week leading up to Ap ril
4, 2009 in the Puerto Rican community in
Humboldt Park, Chicago, Corretjer's old
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poem also took new and ironic meaning,
providing a sense of puertorriquenidad and
historical memory that very few places are able
to produce. This community in the middle of
the cold and post-industrial Midwestern U.S. is
also challenging what it means to be Boricua.
In every April, for one week, the Puerto
Rican community in Chicago commemorates
the capture of a group of Puerto Rican
freedom
fighters
in
Evanston,
Illinois
during tumultuous political times. April
4, 1980 initiated what would become an
international campaign that eventually led to
a Presidential clemency offer in 1999 for 11
political prisoners (two remain imprisoned).
At the University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC),
the Union for Puerto Rican Students (UPRS)
hosted their 15th annual Pa'Lante Conference
dedicated to the educational realities of Puerto
Ricans in Chicago. The conference invited
top-notch academic speakers, held panel
discussions, poetry open mies, and conducted
a tour of Paseo Boricua. At Northeastern
Illinois University, the Union for Puerto Rican
Students hosted two major events Plantando
Semi/las, which focused on the needs,
projects, and status of Latina/o programs
and organizations at this "Hispanic Serving
Institution" and Patriotas Boricuas, inviting
former political prisoners Ida Luz Rodrfguez
and Luis Rosa to speak. The organization
also distributed hundreds of copies of the
new Que Ondee Sola edition, the oldest
Puerto Rican or Latina/o student magazine
in print and conducted a tour for 20 senior
students from Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos High
School after a Proyecto Pa'Lante application
workshop. Saturday, April 4 was the festive
and emotional culmination of a phenomenal
week, with over a hundred people crammed
into the Batey Urbano youth space to hear

activists, artists, musIcIans, and community
leaders - old and young - speak, read
poetry, sing, rap, and reflect on the struggles
and accomplishments of this community.
It is no coincidence that most of the members
of the two chapters of UPRS were born and
raised, live, and/or work in the Humboldt Park
community - all second or third generation
Puerto Ricans. It is also no coincidence that
nearly all of the former Puerto Rican political
prisoners captured in the l 980's were from
Chicago, some of which never visited the
island until their release. Some of the people
in the Batey Urbano that night have only
seen Puerto Rico in the old photos of their
grandparents, but proudly raised their fists
when our national anthem La Borinquena
(version revolucionaria) was played. How is
this possible? How is it possible for so many
generations, so many young people to be
involved in building a connection between
the university - the bastion of educational
possibilities - and the Puerto Rican community,
especially around an important historical
event so connected with the Diaspora but
also the political paradox of the island? It is
possible, because being Puerto Rican is more
than having an island town on one's birth
certificate. It is possible because we have a
strong and well-organized community. After
all, the greatest symbol of our island - the
flag - was made in New York City in 1895
and its largest monument is found on Paseo
Boricua, Chicago since 1995. This sense of
Puerto Rican-ness can only stay possible if we
continue to support and dedicate ourselves
to building and re-creating a home away
from home right here on Paseo Boricua.
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el tercer grado. Aparte de su conocimiento
de leer y escribir de la escuela el siguio su
educacion conociendo las ciencias de la tierra
donde el trabajo, matem6ticas por el terreno
por donde el araba, y la literatura por las
cartas que le mando su mama sus hermanos
y su esposa que se quedaron en Puerto Rico
cuando el se fue en la gran migracion. Se
caso con Elena Coriano a los vente anos,
y tuvieron su primer hijo Miguel Angel Rfos
Coriano cuando tenfa vente y cinco anos.

Miguel era un senor bien cuidadoso con su
dinero, sus hijos lo nombraban un "Economista
Tremendo." Miguel no trabajaba tanto para
ganar mucho, pero siempre le conseguia ropa
para sus hijos para ir a la escuela. Miguel era
un padre estricto y fuerte, pero nunca dejo
de amar a sus hijos y siempre los apoyaba a
todos con sus decisiones. Miguel nunca supo
que iba terminar su vida cosechando mas all6
de lo que el sembro. El murio en el mes de
Junio del 2008, tenia ochenta y cinco anos.

Durante criaban a su primer hijo, Miguel
ten fa que tomar otra decision. Por el fin de los
a nos cuarentas Miguel y tres de sus hermanos
fueron para nueva jersey. Ahf el busco trabajo
en construccion y trabajo varios meses. Pero
cuando noticias llego que su padre habfa
muerto y su madre estaba solo, Miguel era
el (mico que regreso para su isla r6pido para
cuidarla. Regreso fuerte y determinado para
trabajar y cuidar a su familia. Miguel ahora se
dedico a trabajar con la finca y vender lo que
el cosechaba de lo que sembro. En su tiempo
a el lo conodan como uno de los mejores
"Timoneros" en Anones, el araba con bueyes
por su terreno para sembrar lo mejor para su
familia y para vender. Su vida como agricultor
era todo perfecto y total, tenfa vacas, cerdos,
gallinas, caballos y mucho terreno para
sembrar. Tenfa animales de crianza como
todo agricultor para su uso y venta. Miguel
tambien preparaba carbon para la venta y el
consumo, el carbon se usaba mucho durante
las Novida des o Dfa de Reyes para asar lechon.

Miguel no solo era un agricultor del terreno de
Anones, Naranjito. Si no era un agricultor en
su propia casa con su propia familia. Miguel
era estricto como la naturaleza y el criaba y
cuidaba sus hijos como el criaba y cuidaba sus
matas. Loque el sembro en sus hijos cosecho
de sus hijos. Siempre van haber matas que
se danan y siempre van haber plantas que
se arrugan pero nunca mueren porque el
los cuidaba como un buen agricultor, y los
guiaba a crecer y cosechar al mas all6. Todas
sus matas o hijos crecieron, tienen hijos, y
hasta algunos tienen nietos, y la familia o
finca entera est6n cien por ciento positive. El
logro a cosechar buen fruto con sus hijos y sus
nietos, yo lose porque yo Xavier Rios soy fruto
de la cosecha de la finca o casa de Miguel
Rios Ortiz. Y las cosechas de sus semillas hon
sido fruto positive. Yo soy bien orgulloso de
ser un Rios y nunca voy olvidar del trabajo
fuerte de mi abuelo el agricultor Miguel
Rios Ortiz que nunca dejo su finca o casa
desvanecer. Sus semillas como hijo, esposo,
padre, y abuelo hon sido una bendicion en
sus partes, y yo se que el logro crear una finca
extraordinaria porque el fruto que existe ahora
por la cosecha es una bendicion de amor,
paz, y felicidad entre nuestra familia los Rios.

Durante los anos sesentas Miguel tuvo un
accidente con cemento que lamentablemente
perdio su ojo derecho. Para el ano 1966,
Miguel Rios Ortiz y Elena Coriano Reyes ya
tuvieron catorce hijos; doce hijos y dos hijas.
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Marlena Ceballo

Dear Love
Dear Love, ...
"See all I want is a friend"
That's how it starts ...
N' before you know it, we're slowly drifted apart.
Attracted too fast. Too strong.
So, it strongly pulls us apart ...
. . .and u say u will not ...
But, one day u will. ..
Break my heart.
There "was" sumn' about you ... but ...
There was always sumn' about all of em'.
There's always sumn' about that "playa".
The way his swag makes you fall for em'.
The way he stares in your eyes ... .
So, u begin trust,
Not knowin' that he's caught up in lust ....
Take that deep stare for interpretation of trust;
But error:
There is a communication issue;
Miscommunication of trust ...
But then again he says, "I don't wanna be hurt"
Complains that it's happened too much.
But didn't he cause his own heart to be broken?
Cuz'
listen Luv'
If u look for a "one night" Miss ...
She'll only leave u wit lip gloss stains of her made-up kisses ...
So, she adds to your lists of missed Misses ...
So I send u my regards and my wishes ...
Since, you couldn't' cope wit' do' fact that I refused to be one of those "one night" Misses.
<He doesn't know, but I'm the one-I'm that Miss that he truly misses.>
Truly Yours, (Not Anymore)
Miss Lena.
P.S. Thanks for the inspiration.
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Paseo Boricua's Puerto Rican & Latina/a youth space

May Calendar of Events
Saturday, May 2 - Noche De Galeria:

Poetry, Art, & Hip Hop
Doors Open @ 6:30pm
Friday May 8 - Cine Showing: "Raising Victor Vargas"

The story of a young Dominican kid growing up on the Lower East Side
among boricuas and dominicanos
Doors Open @ 7:30pm
Friday, May 1 5 - Poetry Night

Doors Open

@

6:30pm

Friday, May 22 - Break Dancing

Night Doors Open

@

6:30pm

·

Friday, May 29 - Noche De Galeria:

Poetry, Art, & Hip Hop
Doors Open @ 6:30pm

2620 W. Division St. (& Rockwell) in Humboldt Park
$5 donation. Visit us at www.bateyurbano.org

